
Nano Green Works Course

Theme Week Session Subject Primary Topic Lab Preparation Assignments Reading Foundations (Science)
Application 

(Technology)
Historical Societal Learning Goals Discussion

A Eric Intro x

Understand the approach of the course - 

considering nanotechnology and 

sustainability from 4 perspectives history, 

science, technology and society

1 B Eric Intro x

Define sustainability, technology, 

nanotechnology & nanoscience, distinguish 

between science & technology, understand 

fundamental science concepts

28-Jan Lab EC/LW x "Decide" Game

One page write-up 

having students research 

their persona from 

decide game discussing 3 

different topics. To be 

used in mini debate-

week 4

A Eric x

INTRO 2 B Eric x

4-Feb Lab EC/LW x Nano Gold 

Handout "Are you an 

energy Hog" worksheet 

Due 2/11/10

Acquaint students with nanotechnology 

lab and procedure. Synthesis of particles 

on a nanoscale.

A Eric x

What factors make a 

building 'green'? What 

problems are we trying 

to solve? 

Why do materials 

matter?

How has building 

construction shifted 

and why 

(architecture, 

technology, 

availability of 

How can 

individuals make 

an impact on and 

in green 

buildings?

What is a green building? [science, 

society], How did buildings become un-

green? Why do we have 'green' 

designation? [history]

G
re

e
n
 B

ld
g

3 B

G
re

e
n
 B

ld
g

Eric x

In what ways can 

science/nanotechnolo

gy improve the way 

we construct 

buildings to create a 

more sustainable 

way of life?

What impact will 

green building 

technology have 

on infrastructure?

What are technological and 

nontechnological approaches to green 

building? [tech]

11-Feb Lab EC/LW x

Energy Audit/Ecological 

Footprint-Guided 

Discussion/Mini Debate

Give Ecological Footprint 

Assignment-One page 

write up due at the 

beginning of next lab. 

Prepare students for mini 

debate.

"Are you an energy hog" 

Worksheet Due

Identify sources of energy usage on SBCC 

campus. Understanfing energy units and 

the conversion of energy from crude 

sources to usable sources. Understanding 

the costs of this type of energy. [sci, soc]

A Eric x

For 1-2 nanotechnologies, be able to 

explain the sci fundamentals behind how 

they work [sci, tech]

G
re

e
n
 B

ld
g

4 B

G
re

e
n
 B

ld
g

Eric x

What are the economic ramifications of 

green buildings?  [soc], Understand your 

personal ecological footprint wrt green 

buildings [sci, soc]

18-Feb Lab EC/LW x HOLIDAY

Understand policy issues associated with 

incorporating nanotechnology in society. 

Identify alternative view points 

surrounding issues of nanotech. [soc]

A Eric x

What's the 

fundamental science 

behind light bulbs and 

solid state lighting? 

How is solid state 

lighting and 

nanotechnology 

changing societies 

around the globe? 

How have we gone 

from candles to LEDs, 

and why? 

What drives the 

change to new 

lighting 

technologies

Understand the history of lighting and the 

progress that has been made in its 

development and the impact it has had on 

society. [hist, soc]

L
E
D 5 B

L
E
D Eric x

Explain the science behind different 

lighting technologies - different light bulbs, 

LEDs [sci, tech]

25-Feb Lab EC/LW
Exploring Light Emitting 

Diodes

Exploring the relationship between LED 

color and current, voltage and power 

associated with it. [sci] 

A Eric x

Make the connection between 

nanotechnology and modern lighting. 

[tech] 

L
E
D 6 B

L
E
D Eric x

Understand both the advantages and 

disadvantages of different lighting 

technologies and the forces that drive the 

need for change. [all 4]

INTRO

In
tr

o
d
u
c
ti
o
n

Program Goal 

Give students the preparation and confidence to understand the foundations and 

implications of 

any new technology. 

• Basic confidence to research and grasp the underlying principles of any givent 

technology

• Breadth to launch social, historical and scientific studies 

• Understand the relationship and interplay between history, society and technology

In
tr

o
d
u
c
ti
o
n
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4-Mar Lab EC/LW
Titanium Dioxide 

Raspberry Solar Cell

Learn to assemble and test a simple 

photovoltaic cell that produces electricity 

from light. [sci, tech]

A Eric x

What is energy? What 

are fossil fules? W/hat 

is solar energy? What 

are photovoltaics?

What are the 

drawbacks of solar 

technology?

How has solar energy 

been used in the 

past? What's are 

current energy 

economy and why it 

become that way?

What's the main 

drive to improve 

the way we 

harness the suns 

energy?

What does our current energy economy 

look like and why did it become that way? 

[history & society],m What impact would a 

world without fossil fuels have on society 

(good and bad)?  [soc]

S
o
la

r

7 B

S
o
la

r

Eric x

 How is 

nanotechnology 

attempting to 

remedy problems 

associated with 

the production of 

What impact would a 

world without fossil 

fuels  have on society 

(good and bad)?

What is energy?  What are fossil fuels? 

[sci], What is solar energy and how has it 

been used in the past? [science, history]

11-Mar Lab EC/LW
 Photovoltaic Cells 

(Cornell Lab) 

Understand the process of photosynthesis 

through a natural solar cell by looking at 

both energy conversion and energy 

storage. [sci]

A Eric x

What are photovoltaics? (science, 

technology), What is the main drive for 

needing to improve the way we harness 

the sun's energy? [society, history] 

S
o
la

r

8 B

S
o
la

r

Eric x

Currently, what are the drawbacks to solar 

technology? [science, technology], How is 

nanotechnology attempting to remedy 

problems associated with production of 

solar energy? [sci, technology]

18-Mar Lab EC/LW

biological solar cell (leaf) 

and photosynthesis:-

Photosynthesis:The 

original Nano Solar Cell

Understand the history and theory behind 

photovoltaic cells. [hist] Realization of the 

importance of PV cells and the application 

of developing circuits to perform small 

tasks. [tech]

A Eric x

How are the energy 

pathways different in 

combustion engines 

versus  electrical 

engines?

What are the 

various green 

technologies used 

in cars (flex fuel, 

electric, 

hybrid,etc.)?

How the invention of 

cars has changed the 

US in terms of 

economy, 

infrastructure and 

personal choice?

Understand the evolution of modern 

transporation. [hist] Understand problems 

associated with the technologies as well as 

societal "roadblocks". [soc]

E
le

c
tr

ic
 C

a
rs

9 B

E
le

c
tr

ic
 C

a
rs

Eric x

Understand the role nanotechnology has 

in the development of cars, transportation 

and infrastructure. [tech]

25-Mar Lab EC/LW Fuel Cell Car

Understand how a hydrogen fuel cell 

produces electricity and powers an electric 

motor. [sci]

A Eric x

E
le

c
tr

ic
 C

a
rs

10 B

E
le

c
tr

ic
 C

a
rs

Eric x

8-Apr Lab EC/LW
Testing Biodiesel  

(combustion engine) 

Make a biodiesel fuel and understand the 

limitations associated with large scale 

production of alternative fuels. [sci, tech]

A Eric x

How does purification 

and filtration of water 

work at the macro and 

at the nano-level?

Why are current 

methods of water 

filtration 

insufficient?

What are the ways in 

which people have 

dealt with water 

pollution and 

impurities in water?

How will 

nanotechnology 

affect peoples 

interaction with 

water in 

developing and 

developed 

nations?

Understand problems associated with not 

having clean potable water. [soc] Explain 

the politics of water rights. [hist, soc] 

Explain different nanotechnologies used in 

water filtration and purification. [tech, sci]

W
a
te

r

11 B

W
a
te

r

Eric x

How is 

nanotechnology 

used in current 

water purification 

applications?

What are the 

politics 

associated with 

water (Hetch 

Hetchy and 

Owens Valley)?

15-Apr Lab EC/LW Water Testing

Understand the different local water 

sources and the treatment of water from 

nature to house to waste. [sci, tech]

A Eric x

How mcuh 

influence do the 

buyers and the 

cars makers have 

that affect 

thestructure and 

function of cars 

(choice of fuel, 

highways, and 

legal rights)? 
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W

a
te

r

12 B

W
a
te

r

Eric x

22-Apr Lab EC/LW Policy Forum Role Play
Investigate the impurities in different 

water samples from local sources. [sci]

A Eric x

What is the science 

behind genetically 

modified foods.

How is 

nanotechnology 

being incorporated 

into the food 

industry?

What is the brief 

history of food 

packaging and 

problems/solutions 

associated with the 

evolution of 

What are the 

environmental 

impacts and 

health risks 

asscaited with 

nanotech in and 

Understand the two main uses of 

nanotech in the food industry 

(physiological and industrial nanotech). 

[tech]

F
o
o
d

13 B

F
o
o
d

Eric x

Examples 

(environemental  

estrogen, bisphenol, 

etc.)

Are current policy 

and regulation of 

nantoch in food 

sufficient or are 

we platying catch 

up?

29-Apr Lab EC/LW UCSB Field Trip: Lab Tour

What is the 

precautionary 

principle and the 

public backlash?

Understand the methods and principles 

that are used for controlling microbial 

contamination and for preventing 

subsequent growth of undesirable 

microorganisms in raw and processed 

foods. [sci, tech]

A Eric x

F
o
o
d

14 B

F
o
o
d

Eric x

6-May Lab EC/LW
Liquid Nitrogen Nano Ice 

Cream Lab/discussion

Understand the benefits/risks of using 

nanotechnology in food-based products. 

[soc] Have fun…end of class YEAH!

CONC 15 Wrap Up / Closure x

13-May Lab Final Debate

Debate x

Theme Week Session Subject Primary Topic Lab Pre Class Activity Reading Foundations Application Historical Societal Learning Goals Discussion


